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Abstract

This paper presents a method to estimate the geometrical� photometrical� and

environmental information of a single�viewed object in one integrated frame�

work� This three types of information is important to render a photorealistic

image of a real object� In general� photometrical information represents the

texture and the surface roughness of an object� while geometrical and environ�

mental information represent the �D shape of an object and the illumination

distribution� respectively� We estimate the �D shape� texture� and surface

roughness of an object and the direction of the light sources from images with

�xed view and illumination position� Speci�cally� the �D shape is estimated

by computing the surface normal from polarization data� the texture of the

object is calculated from the di�use only re�ection component� after sepa�

rating the re�ection components based on colors� the illumination directions

are determined from the position of the intensity peak in the specular re�ec�

tion component� �nally� the surface roughness of the object are computed by

using the estimated illumination distribution� To evaluate the e�ectiveness

of our estimation� we re�render synthetic images of objects using estimated

information�

� Introduction

To render a photorealistic image of a real object� we have to obtain the information of object�s
physical information� Three major types of information is usually used
 geometrical� photo�
metrical� and environmental information� The photometrical information provides the surface
reectance parameters �texture and surface roughness� of an object� while the geometrical and
environmental information provides the shape of an object and the illumination distribution�
respectively�

Many methods have been proposed to estimate each of the three types of information� Shape�
from�X methods deal with the geometrical information estimation� Examples of these methods
are shape�from�shading� visual hull� stereo� photometric stereo� polarization analysis� motion
analysis� laser range �nding� pattern light projecting� and so on� Generally� there are two
classes of methods to estimate photometrical and environmental information
 IBR �image�based
rendering� and MBR �model�based rendering� methods� The IBR requires less information of

�
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the shape of the object than the MBR� while the MBR requires less information of the image of
the object than the IBR� The environmental information can be either obtained using several
images taken from a number of viewpoints� or using a single view by utilizing a metal sphere
or �sheye�lens camera�

Rendering this three types of information under less constraints are called inverse rendering�
Tominaga et�al� ��� estimated shape� texture� and surface roughness� Zheng et�al� ��� and Nayar
et�al� ��� estimated shape� texture� and illumination distribution� Sato et�al� ���� Ramamoor�
thi et�al� ���� Nishino et�al� ���� and Hara et�al� ��� estimated texture� surface roughness� and
illumination distribution�

In this paper� we propose a method to obtain shape� texture� surface roughness� and illumi�
nation distribution from a single view at the same time in one integrated framework� The �D
shape is obtained by computing the surface normal from polarization data� The texture of the
object is calculated from the di�use only reection component� after separating the reection
components of the images based on colors� The illumination directions are determined from
the position of the intensity peak in the specular component� Finally� the surface roughness of
the object is computed by using the estimated illumination distribution�

This paper is organized as follows
 Section � shows a method to obtaining the surface shape
of the object� Section � shows the method to estimate the texture� surface roughness� and
illumination direction� Section � shows the measurement results and section � concludes this
paper�

� Modeling geometrical information

Shape of the object is computed from images taken by a polarizer�mounted camera� Before
analyzing the polarization state of the input images� we apply a method described in section
��� to separate the reection components� We analyze the polarization state of the di�use only
reection component� Section ��� gives an introduction to the polarization phenomena� Section
��� and ��� describe the method to compute the surface normal of the object by analyzing the
polarization data� At the end of this section� surface height is estimated by using a relaxation
method ������

��� Separating di�use and specular components

Most inhomogeneous surfaces follow the dichromatic reection model� According to this model�
the intensity of the light reected from an object surface is a linear combination of the di�use
and the specular reection components ��	��Figure ��� Before applying our method� we need to
separate the input image into two component images� namely� specular component image and
di�use component image�

Many methods are proposed to separate the image into each components based on the color
analysis �������� In our method� Tan�s method ���� is used for its robustness� This method
requires illumination chromaticity normalization� so that the illumination chromaticity needs
to be known beforehand� we can use white reference or color constancy algorithm to obtain the
illumination chromaticity ����� The normalization is done simply by dividing the image intensity
using known illumination chromaticity
 �I � �IR�ir IG�ig IB�ib�T � where I � �IR IG IB�T is
the image intensity in each color channel� and i � �ir ig ib�T is the illumination chromaticity�
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Figure �
 Specular and di�use reection�

In this paper� we assume that all light sources have the same color throughout the surface�

��� Polarization

Many shape�from�X techniques are proposed to estimate the surface shape from a single view�
One of these methods is shape�from�polarization method �������� This method estimates the
surface normal of an object surface illuminated by incandescent lamp� Shape�from�polarization
can estimate the surface normal of the object without knowing any illumination information�

We analyze the polarization phenomena of di�use reection component as follows
 If one
illuminates the object by unpolarized light� the light will branch o� into two types of light

specular light and di�use light ��	��Figure ���Specular light reects at the interface of the air
and the object� and go back into the air immediately� On the other hand� di�use light penetrates
inside the object� scatters randomly inside the object by reecting at pigments� and goes back
into the air� Both types of light will be partially polarized� however� di�use light will become
depolarized when scattering randomly inside the object� and such di�use light will again become
partially polarized when it emits out from the object to the air �������� The polarization state
of di�use light depends on the surface normal of the object� thus� by analyzing the polarization
state of di�use light� we can obtain the information about the shape of the object�

By observing the light by a linear polarizer mounted camera� we can obtain the polarization
state of the light �����Figure ��� Observed intensity will vary when the polarizer is rotated�
This intensity di�erence forms a sinusoidal curve with respect to the angle of the rotation of
the polarizer �Figure ��� We denote the maximum intensity of such sinusoidal curve as Imax

and the minumum one as Imin�
Surface normal can be represented as polar coordinate system ��� �� where � is zenith angle

and � is azimuth angle�	� � � � �	�� 	� � � � ��	��� Zenith angle is the angle between the
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Figure �
 Acquisition system�

viewing direction and the surface normal� and azimuth angle is the orientation of the plane
consisted of viewing direction and the surface normal� Zenith angle can be determined by
DOP�degree of polarization�� which the detail is described in section ���� The angle of the
polarizer where we observe Imax will be the azimuth angle� Since the linear polarizer has a
cycle of ��	�� we obtain two azimuth angles in the domain 	� � � � ��	�� One of those angles
will equal to the true azimuth angle of the surface normal whereas the other faces the opposite
direction� The procedure to resolve this ��ambiguity is described in section ����

��� Determining zenith angle

Figure � represents the emission of the di�use light� We discuss the light emitted from inside
the object� When the unpolarized incident light inside the object penetrates into the interface
surface and transmits outside the object� such transmitted light becomes partially polarized�
We express the angle between the incident light and the opposite direction from surface normal
as ��� and the angle between the transmitted light and the surface normal as ��� We call the
plane consisted of the incident light and transmitted light an incident plane�

Light oscillates orthogonally to the direction of the traveling light� The ratio of the incident
intensity to the transmitted intensity is called the intensity transmissivity� We denote the inten�
sity transmissivity of parallel component to the incident plane as Tp and that of perpendicular
component as Ts� The intensity transmissivity of p�component Tp and that of s�component Ts
are ����


Tp �
n� cos ��
n� cos ��

t�p ���

Ts �
n� cos ��
n� cos ��

t�s ���

where n� and n� are the refractive index of the object and the air respectively� tp and ts are
the amplitude transmissivity of p�component and s�component� and expressed as


tp �
� sin �� cos ��

sin��� � ��� cos��� � ���
���
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Figure �
 Relation between the rotation angle of polarizer and the observed intensity�

ts �
� sin �� cos ��
sin��� � ���

� ���

By substituting equation ���� and ���� and Snell�s law� n� sin �� � n� sin ��� into equation ���
and ��� we obtain


Tp �
� cos �

p
n� � sin� �

� � n� � �n� � ��n�� sin� � � � cos �
p
n� � sin� �

���

Ts �
� cos �

p
n� � sin� �

� � n� � � sin� � � � cos �
p
n� � sin� �

���

where n is the refractive index of the object to that of the air �n � n��n��� and � � ��� The
graph of Tp and Ts are shown in Figure �� From equation ��� and ���� Tp is always greater than
Ts� Thus� Imax and Imin are expressed by using the total intensity of the transmitted light I as


Imax �
Tp

Tp � Ts
I� Imin �

Ts
Tp � Ts

I � ���

DOP�degree of polarization� represents how much the light has been polarized� DOP is � for
perfectly polarized light� 	 for unpolarized light� and it varies between 	 to �� The de�nition
of DOP is


� �
Imax � Imin

Imax � Imin
���

Substituting equation ��� and ��� into equation ���� we obtain


� �
�n� ��n�� sin� �

� � �n� � �n � ��n�� sin� � � � cos �
p
n� � sin� �

���
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Figure �
 Di�use light emitted from inside the object�

This � is the DOP of di�use light� and � is the zenith angle� Figure � represents this function�

Equation ��� depends on the refractive index� We assume that the refractive index of an
object is same for all parts of an object� Many objects we want to measure have a refractive
index of ��� to ���� Thus� we set the refractive index as ���� If the refractive index is less than
���� then� DOP will be lowered� We have to estimate the attenuation of DOP� In addition�
equation ��� is derived by assuming the surface as an optically smooth surface� Rough surface
causes depolarization and lowers the obtained DOP� As a result� we modify the obtained data
and calculate the DOP as follows


� �
Imax � Imin

Imax � Imin� u
��	�

where u�� 	� is the modi�cation factor� Equation ��	� indicates that we subtract the intensity
of unpolarized light u�� from the input intensity� Imax and Imin� each� This modi�cation raises
the value of DOP�

Equation ��� have an extremum at � � �	�� We assume that the object is a closed� C�

surface� Thus� we always observe a point whose zenith angle � equals to �	�� and the zenith
angle � of occluding boundary always equals to �	�� First� we choose m points of occluding
boundary and sort by ascent order with respect of DOP� Then� for certain i and j where
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Figure �
 Intensity transmissivity�n � �����

� � i � j � m� we calculated the following equation derived from equation ��	�


u �

jX
k�i

�
�I�k�max � I

�k�
min�

I�k�max� I
�k�
min

���	��

�
�

jX
k�i

� ����

If there are no noise in input data� we can set i and j to m� however� we set those values for
certain values�

��� Determining azimuth angle

Since the linear polarizer has a cycle of ��	�� we obtain two azimuth angles in the domain
	� � � � ��	�� One of those angles equals to the true azimuth angle of the surface normal
where the other heads the opposite direction� We assume the object as a closed C� object�
thus� we can determine the surface normal of the occluding boundary� We also assume the
object has no perfect concave area� the area which is always concave when observed from any
direction� Those concave part causes strong interreection and it perturbs the measurement of
polarization state and the estimation of light sources� thus� we assume there is no interreection�
As a result� we can determine the azimuth angle by determining the azimuth angle from the
occluding boundary towards the inside area of the object�

Equation we have to minimize is
ZZ
�r��� � �� �� ����

�
dx dy ����

where �� is a positive constant� � is the azimuth angle� and �� is the value depending on the
input azimuth angle� Here� azimuth angle is expressed as ��dimensional vector


� �

�
cos �
sin�

�
����
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Figure �
 DOP�degree of polarization� of di�use light �n � ����

The solution to the equation ���� is


��i����x� y� �
���i��x� y� � ���i�

� �x� y�

� � �
����

where � is a positive constant� ��i����x� y� is the azimuth angle of �i � ��th iteration and
���i��x� y� is the average azimuth angle of the ��neighborhood of �i�th iteration� We calculate

��i�
� �x� y� as follows


�� If ��i� is not yet determined� then �
�i�
� � 	�

�� Else
 Denote the two possible azimuth angles as �� and ���

�a� If ���i� � ���� � ���i� ����� then ��i�
� � ���

�b� Else �
�i�
� � ���

We set the initial value for the iteration as � � 	 except for occluding boundary� We calculate
the surface normal at occluding boundary as a vector facing outside of the object area� and set
� as such value at occluding boundary�

� Modeling photometrical and environmental informa�

tion

Section ��� shows the method to estimate the direction of illumination� Section ��� shows the
method to estimate texture and surface roughness�
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Figure �
 Illumination map which represents the illumination distribution in polar coordinate
system ��� ���

��� Estimating illumination direction

The direction of the light source can be represented as a polar coordinate system� we do not
estimate the distance between the light source and the object� and we assume that the light
sources are su�ciently far from the object�

We denote the representation of illumination distribution as an illumination map�Figure ���
First� we project the specular intensity onto an illumination map in a perfect mirror direction

For each point in the object image� we know the specular intensity Is and the surface normal
��� ��� thus� we set Is at ���� �� on the illumination map� Next� by thresholding the illumination
map and eliminating the noise� we will obtain some regions on the illumination map whose
number equals to the number of light sources� Here� we assume that the light sources are far
from each other� Finally� we determine the direction of light sources from the position of the
peak intensity in each regions�

��� Estimating re�ection parameters

In this paper� we use simpli�ed and discretized Torrance�Sparrow model ��	� for the reection
model


I � Id � Is ����

Id � Kd

�
LX
l��

cos �i

�
�	 ����

Is �
Ks

cos �r

�
LX
l��

exp

�
� 
�

���

��
�	 ����

where I is the observed intensity� Id is the di�use reection intensity� Is is the specular reection
intensity� Kd is the di�use reection scale� �i is the angle between the incident light and the
surface normal� Ks is the specular reection scale� �r is the angle between the surface normal
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incident light

surface normal

object surface

viewbisector

Figure �
 Geometrical location of surface normal� illumination direction� and viewing direction

and the viewing direction� 
 is the angle between the surface normal and the bisector of incident
light direction and the viewing direction� � is the surface roughness paramter� l � f�� ���� Lg is
a set of light sources� and �	 is the size of a light source�Figure ���

Estimating both illumination intensity and reection scale�Kd and Ks� is an ill�posed prob�
lem� thus� we only estimate the reection scale� We assume that the Fresnel coe�cient and the
geometrical attenuation factor are constant in this section� In this paper� we use RGB color
camera� thus� I� Id� Is� Kd� and Ks are ��dimensional vectors�

We obtain I from the camera� Id and Is by separating reection components� �i� �r� and

 by surface normal and illumination� and we give the value of �	� We estimate L by the
procedure described in section ���� We have to estimate the di�use reectance Kd� the specular
reectance Ks� and surface roughness ��

Di�use reectance is sometimes called a texture� From surface normal and illumination
distribution� we can calculate the di�use reectance Kd from equation �����

We assume that all of surface points have the same Ks and �� Ks and � can be estimated
by non�linear least square method�

� Measurement results

Figure ���a� shows a real image of a green hemisphere we will measure� By the color�based
separation� we separated the input image into specular and di�use component images� From the
polarizer�mounted camera� we obtained the DOP data and � data from the di�use component
image�Figure ��� Then� we calculated the surface normal of the object and integrated them
into the height of the object�Figure �	��

We projected the specular intensity into the illumination map with perfect mirror direction
with respect to the surface normal�Figure ���a��� By thresholding the illumination map� some
regions came in sight �Figure ���b��� Note that we eliminated some noises by image processing
technique� Then� we obtained that the number of light source is three� as regions� number is
three� We determined the direction of the light source from the peak point in each region�
Estimated light source direction is depicted in Figure ���a�� For comparison� the true illumi�
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Figure �
 Polarization data of hemisphere
 �a� DOP image� �b� Phase angle image

Figure �	
 Estimated shape of hemisphere
 �a� Needle map� �b� Surface mesh

nation distribution is shown in Figure ���b�� Estimated texture Kd was ��				� ��			� �				��
For the measurement results described in this paper� we assumed that Kd is the same for all
surface points� We estimated the reection parameters iteratively from surface normal and
illumination� Estimated surface roughness � was 	���� and estimated specular scale Ks was
��			� Note that we normalized the input images to make the illumination become white� thus�
Ks is also white�

Rendered example is shown in Figure ���b� and �c�� For comparison� real image is shown in
Figure ���a�� Figure ���b� is rendered under the estimated parameters and illumination� which
should be the same as Figure ���a�� Figure ���c� is an another example which is rendered
under the di�erent object direction and the di�erent illumination position�

Figure ���a� shows an image of a yellow pear object� Estimated illumination is depicted
in Figure ���a� with the ground truth in Figure ���b�� The rendered image based on the
estimated parameters is shown in Figure ���b�� another rendered image with di�erent view and
illumination is shown in Figure ���c�� and the surface mesh is shown in Figure ���d�� Surface
roughness � was estimated to be 	���� Ks was ��			� and Kd was ���			� �				� ��		��
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Figure ��
 Illumination map of hemisphere
 �a� Intensity projected onto illumination map in a
perfect mirror direction� �b� Illumination candidate regions

Figure ��
 Illumination of hemisphere
 �a� Estimated illumination� �b� True illumination

� Conclusion

We proposed a method to estimate shape� texture� surface roughness� and illumination distri�
bution from a single view in one integrated framework� Our method estimates the direction of
multiple light sources� which does not require any special light sources such as laser beam nor
structured pattern light� One of our main contributions is the improvement of the shape�from�
polarization technique� We successfully obtained the shape of the object from a single view
by analyzing the polarization e�ect of the light� and demonstrated the ability of our method
to determine the shape of objects using real images� We also estimated the reection parame�
ters and illumination distribution to con�rm that the estimated shape is enough precise to be
applied to another process�

Our future work is to discuss the precision of our system� and improve the precision as high
as possible� The goal is to develop a system to easily measure the whole indoor environment�
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